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Give me the words
blue computers glow
downloaded to me
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Art Blue, accompanied by Neruval, showing
The Vitruvian daVinci Machine for the Draft Universe
to Jami Mills and Friday Blaisdale
Editors of rezmagazine
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THE ARTEFACT: A look into the future of Art
by Jami Mills
Some time ago, a friend told me about The Written Word group in SL
and an exciting writer she heard there, so I had to contact him. His
virtual name, Art Blue. His story, THE ARTEFACT.
Having now published five chapters of THE ARTEFACT in rez
Magazine, I can barely find words to describe what unfolds inside. It’s
a little scary, but it also beautifully covers what Art Blue seeks to
explore: a life inside a computer built to explore art.
Step by step, I’m drawn deeper into Art Blue’s claims in THE
ARTEFACT: an experience both visual and emotional, told in bits and
bytes, evolving into a new religion. As Art Blue would say, “brains will
interact in a way you humans barely would believe.“
This is an intermedia book. THE ARTEFACT comes with THE ART, art
selected by Art Blue. THE ART exists in the simulator VULCANICUS. I
have seen it.
Many of the names attributed to VULCANICUS have been covered in
rez Magazine. Bryn Oh might be the most famous one, getting a grant
from the Ontario Arts Council for creating immersive 3D art worlds.
As for Art Blue, the credits he’s already received as a creator are not
of such a great importance compared to being selected for the
Volcano of Art. He quotes Phil Rosedale: “It all starts with the first
cube.“
Art Blue contributes his short story, “I Am Substance. I Am Art.“ He
also brings THE BLUE ELEPHANT to the scene, written by his mentor,
Prof. Herbert W. Franke (using his pseudonym, Sergius Both). It was
Prof. Franke who promoted Art Blue to become an assistant
professor for computer art at the University of Munich at age 19.
Now, many years later, the idea of conserving the first pieces of
digital art by using the most advanced technology, has hit him.
I am pleased to support Art Blue as editor of rez Magazine.
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Meo Sandalwood and Lilia Artis, The Machine, 2013
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The Assimilator
by Neo Gurgelwasser
John, being one part of JJDoe, asked me to write a very short
introduction on RIFT HORIZON and The Volcano of Art: VULCANICUS.
Or was it Jane who asked me? Maybe gender doesn’t matter in this
world, as there are other life forms as well. I remember once a
cheetah I met in this new world, but this is another story ...
I said, “It can be done very quickly, as the task is similar to reviewing a
movie like “Gattaca” or “Prospero’s Books.” Then I saw Jane shaking
her head and I continued in a questioning way. “Eraserhead? Dune?
Equilibrium? Pi?,” John said, "Stop, Neo. I know it’s not ‘Titanic’ or
‘Gone with the Wind’! All these movies you name have only been
seen by a few people on earth.”
I said, “This is exactly what I mean. Not many will understand without
entering the time capsule you’ve created. You have to Make Believe.
I see your work like an assimilator. You store prim-based art of the
last decade by selecting what you like. You seek and conserve, you
assimilate pieces like the Borg do it in Star Trek - they scan the
universe for the most advanced technology to absorb. Sure there is a
difference. You do it with pieces of art in a way so they can still be
explored by future generations. You do it by using a software you
named The Vitruvian da Vinci Machine for the Draft Universe.”
I saw the machine in action. I see in it a SECOND DOWNLOAD for art.
We will remember some user created art work in worlds based on
Linden Lab technology like SECOND LIFE.
About 60 artists made their way to VULCANICUS to get known as
worldartificers. Some got exhibited in the Assimilator, some got more
space granted in RIFT HORIZON. And a team of artists known as
“Mechanic Dreams” have found their place in CASTLE PETROV, which
is part of RIFT HORIZON.
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About VULCANICUS
Vulcanicus is a time capsule dedicated to small pieces of art
comprised solely of prims and sculpts. As the end of this technology
came closer, I, known as First Prim, asked artists from all over the
globe to contribute to the Volcano of Art, so future generations might
be able to explore and enjoy the beginning of the depth,” as Sergey
Lukianenko called this form of a draft universe.
Gem Preiz created “The Cathedral Dreamer,” and JadeYu Fhang,
“Roots & War.” Moe Sandalwood recreated the hull of “The
Machine,” which he and his partner Lilia Artis first showed at Linden
Endowment of the Arts. The first time I saw “The Machine” from a
distance, I had the impression that I was approaching an assimilator -facing a Borg cube. Then I noticed moving structures on the surface
similar to MONDRIAN, a program that Herbert W. Franke created in
1979 on a Texas Instruments home computer.
Franke’s MONDRIAN became the first program ever to use controlled
random generators to create interactive art. The MONDRIAN
program became a guide and a deep link to my work, triggering “The
Artefact,” a story that takes place inside a computer, a simulator,
which becomes over time a machine on its own. Most might see a
skyscraper in the beautiful cube of Moe and Lilia, a large storehouse
well suited for art. That’s why I put an enlarged version of Bryn Oh’s
“The Consumerist Sherpa” inside and placed some pictures of her old
and nearly forgotten world, “Ferrisquito,” around it.
Finally, I added the very first contribution made in a virtual world for
the Santorini Biennale 2014, called, “DREAMT FOREST,” made by
Navah Dreams as a world in standby. This world comes on a full
region and a sole simulator. DREAMT FOREST can be reached via
hypergrid.net technology out of VULCANICUS. This way to visit an art
world in a computer becomes the Virtual Biennial concept, starting in
2015.
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A venue to perform events reflecting the idea of digital art
conservation might be added in the future. “The Restaurant At The
End Of The Universe,” made by Gaianed, can be instantly rezzed in
different settings. This way it can be used also for meetings. You find
it inside the installation of “Roots & War.” Qnav What, a programmer
and former student in my lab, developed all the code to make such
ideas work.
The installations are arranged on a square area of nine regions. The
visitors get the same impressions as the very first users got creating
worlds from 2003 onward to 2013. A museum for digital art and
digital paintings created by the art group, Mechanic Dreams, is
located next to Vulcanicus and completes the time capsule of prims
and sculpts. Mechanic Dreams is Navah, Exy, Gaianed, Met and First,
working on opensimulator technology since 2010.
Let’s not let the first generation of 3-D art that’s made to be explored
by avatars become lost.
“It all starts with a prim.”, Philip Rosedale, 2003
“It all starts with the draft universe.”, Art Blue, 2013 in “The Artefact”

The names of the contributors used in this book are their chosen names - - you may say
“virtual” names. Some decided to keep their virtual names, while others decided to link
themselves to their “real” names. This is a personal decision that may change over time.
There is a webpage that will be periodically updated.
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The Singularity breaking through the darkness
Neo Prim, 2035
Taken from an iReport at CNN:
The Singularity breaking through the darkness has it all:
A reborn Raymond Kurzweil. The Graviton boots. A recoding of the
first interactive art machine, made in 1979, transfered into 3D. And it
looks like some 1st edition of the daVinici machine is set in action.
The stunning artwork claims to bring pieces of 60 years of digital art
together. The picture is dated 2035, but historic reseach shows it is
much older. The dot-log points back to year 2014! First Prim, the one
we know as the protagonist of the predictions of Art Blue stands in a
vitruvian pose for the „daVinici machine for the Draft Universe“. And
we all know that the Draft Universe, claimed by Sergey Lukianenko,
was established just a few years ago. History has to be rewritten. The
draft universe is much much older as we all learned at school.
Just one detail makes me as an iReporter think. Why is there a BLUE
ELEPHANT embedded in the QR-signature and who in hell is NEO
PRIM?
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ArtXploder
by First Prim
Is there a first? Can there be said anything not already said before?
Can there be something written new, not already being written 2000
years ago and this writing is just lost and gone to dust? In our times?
The time where blogging has become a mass phenomenon.
I have a dream that a new insight is still possible. So I created myself
as First Prim to claim that I am the one. I have no qualms. I don’t
want to make my PhD on this or become a professor. I have this
already. I can paper the ceiling with all the stamps I’ve gotten. I know
how to copy and paste. I even know the future of all of you.
I am the Xploder. The best cheater ever, as I am on femtospeed.
Maybe there will be a time the simulators will move to
attocomputing. But not now, as this is my book, my life, dedicated to
the ones who share this dream. To be the first.
In the story, THE ARTEFACT, you follow the path of artists around the
globe, all of them being the first as they have been selected to move
to eternity. For an artist this means: the work, not the self. The self is
in the work. It has to stay there. The art has to be the focus. In a
frozen simulator, the works are conserved. As I am the First, I know
how it feels to have a “Lost Prim“ in a creation, or even to lose a
creation.
By adding QR-Codes, readers of THE ARTEFACT are enabled to have
an instant look on the pictures while reading the story on their
smartphone. Imagine what is behind all the works made and donated
to the Volcano of Art.
Everyone may start the simulator and move into the depth. “It all
started with Sergius Both and William Sims Bainbridge and not to
forget, THE BLUE ELEPHANT,“
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VULCANICUS - ARTISTS TO BE PRESENTED:
Aley Resident [mentioned in this booklet]
AM Radio
Art Blue [mentioned in this booklet]
Attard Magic
Aurora Mycano [mentioned in this booklet]
Birki Magic
Bonafidenutts Aries
Bryn Oh [mentioned in this booklet]
CapCat Ragu
Cephyroth Mavendorf
ChapTer Kronfeld [mentioned in this booklet]
Cherry Manga [mentioned in this booklet]
Cold Frog
Creative Starfall
Daco Monday
Dora Gustafson
Excess Lemmon [mentioned in this booklet]
Feathers Boa
Fiona Blaylock
Fontana Magic
FreeWee Ling
Fuschia Nightfire
Gaianed Lindman
Garvie Garzo
Gem Preiz [mentioned in this booklet]
Ggabriel Madruga
Hans Acht
Issis Karu
Ivrai Abramovic [mentioned in this booklet]
JadeYu Fhang [mentioned in this booklet]
JP Giessen
Kuno See [mentioned in this booklet]
Leopard Adored [mentioned in this booklet]
Lilia Artis [mentioned in this booklet]
Louly Loon
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…. ARTISTS TO COME
Mdina Magic
Meilo Minotaur
Meo Sandalwood [mentioned in this booklet]
Met Knelstrom
Mimesis Monday
Minethere Always [mentioned in this booklet]
Minimal Blue [mentioned in this booklet]
Minimal Smart [mentioned in this booklet]
Mosta Magic
Nanjido Oh [mentioned in this booklet]
Navah Dreams [mentioned in this booklet]
Neo Gurgelwasser [mentioned in this booklet]
Neo Prim [mentioned in this booklet]
Nexuno Thespian
Nicci Lane
Qnav What
RacerX Gullwing
Ray Blue
Reezy Frequency
Renn Yifu
Rob Balder
SaveMe Oh
Sergius Both [mentioned in this booklet]
Sisi Biedermann
Soror Nishi
SR Hadden [mentioned in this booklet]
Vanish Firecaster
Wizard Gynoid
Wizardoz Chrome [mentioned in this booklet]
Yooma Mayo [mentioned in this booklet]
Zaphod Beeblebrox [mentioned in this booklet]
Zeno Astronen

NOW HAVE A LOOK AT SOME SAMPLE PAGES ….
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Cherry Manga, Cloud guide, 2012

orientation platform,
RIFT HORIZON
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Cherry Manga
Cherry Manga donated “The Chess” to the Volcano of Art. I was lucky
to get this piece very early, as I still worked on the idea. Other artists
said, as I asked them to get this or that piece they made: “Sure. If
Cherry gave it to you, then it must be a serious attempt. I will give
you a piece. Just tell me what you have in mind.”
Cherry Manga has become a promoter of opengrids. She has her
home at Francogrid, the leading platform for French speaking people.
Her installations there are stunning and for some the best ever made.
You’ll find that she makes her new works mostly in mesh and old
ones made in prims and sculpts. In an opengrid, there is in fact no
limit, reaching back to her rez date, January, 27, 2007.
You find some words and pictures to “The Chess” and the mission at
http://cherrymanga.vulcanicus.com
I thought about an update of my blog entry as I made this booklet,
but finally decided to keep it the way it looked when I finished
VULCANICUS. My wish to get the “hummingbird” is still in my mind,
but (and I have to underline) I am very happy as things are now.
Cherry brought the “Cloud Guide” with her as she joined the grand
opening of JadeYu Fhang’s, “Roots & War,” in Metropolis grid. This
very special piece of art became a place to welcome visitors to the
Volcano of Art. I will not call it a “landing point,” as this sounds so
ordinary, but technically, it looks like one.
You may not miss “The Cloud Guide” when you look out from the
“Meeting point of the Generations” at RIFT HORIZON and decide to
travel to “north” where the VULCANICUS server is running to take
you over.
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JadeYu Fhang, Mars and Venus, 2013
Jadeyufhang.vulcanicus.com
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JadeYu Fhang
This page cannot cover what needs to be said about the work of
JadeYu Fhang, so I will not even try.
After JadeYu donated Mars and Venus to VULCANICUS, I offered her
a full region to recreate her installation, “Roots & War” in the open
grid worlds.
At the grand opening, Art Blue slipped in the role of Zaphod
Beeblebrox to perform a short play, “The Restaurant at the End of
the Universe” or “When Phantom gets REAL.” The public attention
the project got was the best reward an artist could hope for.
Wizardoz Chrome made an album containing 29 pictures and
uploaded it to FaceBook. WizardOz also made an animated slide
show which can be found on her channel in YouTube.
I will continue to support JadeYu to get the public attention she truly
deserves. In the simulator of RIFT HORIZON, her work shall carry the
message of “Roots and War” for ever.
These words you will find on a plate that I put inside the inner dome
of “Roots & War”:
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"Words alone cannot convey the suffering. Words alone cannot prevent
what happened here from happening again. Beyond words lies
experience; beyond experience lies truth. Make this truth your own."
- Chakotay, reading a translation of the memorial. [Star Trek Voyager]
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Art Blue playing Zaphod Beeblebrox at
the grand opening of Roots and War by
JadeYu Fhang at RIFT HORIZON
January, 2014
picture by Wizardoz Chrome
at hypergrid.net
http://is.gd/vcwc2
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The play …
The Restaurant at the End of the Universe -- or
When Phantom gets REAL.

The play was performed on the grand opening of JadeYu Fhang’s Roots & War on
January 30, 2014, 22.00 h CET at RIFT HORIZON
Zaphod Beeblebrox (ZB): You stole my identity Art
Art Blue (AB): No. I did not. I just stole your head Zaphod.
ZB: my head is me! Me! My real me. I look in real as my avatar.
AB: it was a matter of emergency. I lost my skin, my clothes. I was told by my
creator ‘It’s all experimental’ … and it was published on CNN, so it must be true.
[look at -- > http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1073181]
ZB reading. Indeed I see it. It was a matter of emergency. So you are now ME ...
ZB: for the purpose of … art?
AB: indeed art. May name is Art … and I am blue. Art Blue.
ZB: I always wear glasses on my second head. Without glasses you are not like me.
Your art sucks. …
ZB: I will give you my glasses … *hands him glasses over*.
AB: /me *growls as he gets them*. One moment. …
AB: Here they are! These glasses fit me well.
ZB: No ways. I wear green ones! greeeen.
ZB: I gave you green glasses to wear not blue ones. You modified my artwork. You
did a hack on them. They were set on no-mod!
AB: a hack? You dare to tell me I am a hacker! Here are your dammed green glasses
on MY head.
ZB: even worse you copied them and modified the glasses. Now I bet you will give it
to everyone as a free gift and on top you will shut me down. Like you did with the
community of Free Haven on board of spaceship Enter…
AB: /me interrupts Zaphod: Shut up! You know the rules … never a biological life
form shall know too much. At least never speak it out Zaphod!
ZB: --- oh no I feel my energy fading. I raise to the sky ---
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JadeYu Fhang, Mars and Venus, 2013
Jadeyufhang.vulcanicus.com
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The play …
2 nd Part of the play

AB: Dear audience. Sorry for the disturbance. Zaphod is banned. He will not come
back today.
AB: Now let’s welcome you all to the grand opening on JadeYu Fhang’s installation
Roots and War.
AB: Please step forward JadeYu …
… and Cherry Manga as well come up to the RIFT. I know Cherry and JadeYu are
friends. Maybe Cherry wants to give some words. She traveled all the way from
Francogrid to Metropolis and brought the “Cloud guide” with her as a gift for
Vulcanicus. Thank you much Cherry.
[Cherry welcomed JadeYu – unfortunately her words got lost]
Now time has come to ‘lift up’ to the sky to see the installation.
((Please move all put to the platform. The 2nd scene of the play happens on top ))
AB: Now as we are standing all here looking at the horizon, dreaming of the future to
arrive …
*feels a poke in his rips by a visitor standing next to him* OK OK. no more pathos. I
will rezz the installation *grrrrr
[Raymond Kurzweil enters the scence …]
Raymond Kurzweil (RK): Hello all. I am late, sorry.
RK: Ah … Roots and war above. … Oh … oh … I see Art. You again faked the art.
AB: faked?
RK: yes faked. This is not a true singularity. You wear the installation as an
attachment. It’s all phantom and not solid!
AB: but it looks good. Doesn’t it?
RK: looking good is for the brain. Reality is for the body. You have to make phantom
Real.
AB: how shall I bring an attachment solid? For this I need the Graviton boots.
RK: yeah. That’s why I am here. I placed them on the table of the underwater
restaurant as you said we will meet there.
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JadeYu Fhang, Roots & War, 2013
jadeyufhang.rifthorizon.com
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continued …
AB: /me growls. You are late as last time. We said a quarter before the play begins.
RK: sorry. Always the same stuff at my office. The simulator got stuck. And I must
go again. Be well all and enjoy the singularity with the Graviton boots I made.
AB: ooo … I can’t hold the construction any longer. Hurry down to the underwater
restaurant for the boots …. or wait … I hurry down and you stay here in flight mode.
Stay here in flight mode I come back with the boots … .
3rd Part of the play

[The group watched the scence in flight mode]
THEN THE SINGULARITY HAPPENED:
THE WORLD RE-LOADED LIKE IN A GENESIS.
[The audience was stunned as this can happen only on an opensimulator.]

AB: Enjoy now the installation. In about 5 to 10 min – when you have all explored
the work of JadeYu - there will be ‘a surprise’, a big one. Then it is time to welcome
and credit three more artists: Exy – maker of the lift chair; Aurora MyCano a fractal
artist and Gaianed Lindman, the maker of the Castle Petrov next to Vulcanicus at
RIFT HORIZON. Also ‘Q What’ as programmer of this world …
[Pause: SR Hadden enters the scence …]
SR Hadden (SRH): wow. This is Roots and War! … The famous installation of
JadeYu Fhang of 2013? The first domes ever brought into the open worlds? I want to
rent it for our Firestorm meeting. The new robust viewer for Opensim – made for
fighters. Art or military – where is the difference? Don’t we live all in a simulator?
Do we not all fight hard? *laughs* Roots and War! Fits to the bones Art, doesn’t it?

AB: to the bones? MY bones need flesh!
SRH: Let’s make a deal. I will sponsor a restaurant. No limit! I have brought my
engineers with me. They are already working on it. Here is you cheque.
[End of play]
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Bryn Oh, The Beetle, 2013
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Bryn Oh
Everyone in the community of Digital Art knows the work of Bryn
Oh. Unluckily I had never spoken to her in person before I started
the project The Volcano of Art.
When you Google on Bryn Oh you get more than 50.000 hits, all
related on art in virtual worlds. The blog of Bryn Oh is a good
choice to start to explore her work: brynoh.blogspot.com
I asked Bryn Oh if she would be so kind to donate a piece of her
prim art to the Volcano. Not to become famous or whatever.
Having a grant from Ontario Art Council for creating 3D art she
does not need any support by my time capsule. At the end of the
day we had a talk about the changes over time in digital art and the
ways fine art creations get lost in virtual worlds. I copy a few lines
of this chat as it shows the way I met Bryn Oh!
About the donation of The Beetle in a box:
Art Blue: what way you like the most to present your beetle?
Bryn Oh: i like the idea in a box. Think that would look nice
Bryn Oh: if you like you can link to one of my machinima too. If they click it
Bryn Oh: much of my work is more narrative than a single object or sculpture
Art Blue: i do it via the website link so everyone can read about you and decide what video to see
Bryn Oh: sounds great art
About the Volcano of Art:
Bryn Oh: … a project that will come from your perspective
Bryn Oh: your choice of works will create how people see the past
Art Blue: thats true. Not many when they are young see the value of what they create here. They will see
in 20 years (in case it is not lost)
Bryn Oh: it is remarkable really. From the early muds and moos [MUDs. MOOs], to lambdamoos and
now second life
Bryn Oh: a long transition to what we have now
Bryn Oh: and who knows what will be next
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Yooma Mayo
I barely could believe what I saw when I went to the exhibition,
“Mechanical Circus.” Yooma Mayo designed a full SIM in SL and made
it a unique experience. All the parts - - all the details - - fit.
If I ever will have the chance to add another full SIM to RIFT
HORIZON, I would choose “Mechanical Circus.”
All creations of Yooma Mayo are based on prims and sculpts. He stays
in the tradition of the elders. A technology base set up in 2003 is still
running perfectly 10 years later.
Yooma Mayo gave me the “BIG GREETER” for the Volcano of Art. It
has flag No. 19. You may vote for this piece of prim art :)
Don't be scared when you are so tiny in front of the BIG GREETER. He
is friendly to all life forms.
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Minethere Always
Minethere Always made the terraforming for the Volcano.
At the base of the Volcano, the Hypergate was drilled in by
D.E.X.T.E.R., a heavy-duty robot made by Renn Yifu. The way to other
grids via Hypergrid network jumps was programmed by Qnav What.
Minethere is a designer of raw files for landscapes. She has a
catalogue of files where one can choose the basic design of a SIM.
Here you find some terrains Minethere made for free use at her blog
http://minethere.blogspot.com.
Minethere also offers a full world she named “Ancient Ruins of Al
Khaznehek” for download. You find the story behind “Al Khaznehek”
and the terms to use. I tried it out and all is working fine. The terrain
texture I got on the opensim server I used [version 0.7.1 DEV] was all
white, but this is easy to change.
Without Minethere Always, the “Volcano of Art” would not exist the
way it looks. Thank you Minethere Always, always.

minetherealways.vulcanicus.com
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Ivrai Abramovic
Ivrai is the type of creator who feels no need to be mentioned when
he builds for others or helps others. As I was young in SL, I wanted to
have a nice house built and it should be ‘my own.’ I had money
[Lindens] and met Ivrai as a highly recommended builder. After we
agreed on the payment, she asked me for ‘some prims.’ I was
wondering why she needed some prims from me, but I just made her
a few … and days later more … and more. Finally she had a few
hundred boxes created by ‘Minimal Blue’ – as this was one of my first
Avatars in SL. Later on, I understood why she asked for prims and
readers who are familiar with the policy of Linden Lab understand
what a great honorable gesture stands behind this. For many years, it
was not important as ‘full perm’ prims have been treated as ‘full
perm’ [copy, mod, trans], but since 2012 you need to be the original
creator to be able to backup what you have ‘full perm’.
This is also the place to credit persons like Ivrai. They do not want to
be credited individually. They work for joy and the happiness of
others. That's why you don't find any artwork made by Ivrai in the
Volcano of Art, just one texture: the ‘hacked’ glass of the sunken
gallery and the story about it at the page of Nicci Lane who originally
made the glass texture.
As a memory of my gift to Ivrai of tons of empty boxes so she could
make a beautiful building out of them, I place some plain boxes here,
as it is said “It all starts with a cube.”

ivraiabramovic.vulcanicus.com
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Primexplorer
I wanted to have in my project one great animal avatar. No matter if
this will be seen later as art or not. I collected quite a few animals for
the Primexplorer project. A project to use 3D environments in art
education. A fox avatar, a dragon and the Little Gizmo. All fit great for
kids aged 10 to 14. These types of animal avatars are quite similar to
humans dressed for a venetian carnival or going to a Mardi Gras
parade. They act as biped and bring kids and, I must admit, teachers
as well. The Primexplorer project ended up being a great success.
There is a booklet and a website on this.
http://visit.primexplorer.com

Leopard Adored
A great animal avatar has to come with special animations that fit a
quadruped. I got the very best ever made in prims and sculpts: the
cheetah. I paid for it and the creator Leopard Adored allowed me to
do with the cheetah whatever I wanted. Thank you much, Leopard.

leopardadored.vulcanicus.com
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THE ARTEFACT
Elementary Signs, Elementarzeichen
rezed in SL in 2007 by Alias Piek
re-coded 2012 by RECODEPROJECT [under MIT license]
re-rezed 2014 by First Prim in hypergrid networks
first published by Igildo G. Biesele, in
Experiment Design, ABC Verlag Zurich, New York [1986]
programmed in 1981, based on SNE ART system
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THE ARTEFACT
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The first part of The Artefact was published in
TELEPOLIS [2013] in German language.
The Artefact was edited and published in English
by Jami Mills in rezmagazine [2014]
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HWF Mondrian, 1979 [recoded, left and right]
HWF Mondrian 3D, 2007 [middle]
recoded in 3D for opensim in 2013

Recoded MONDRIAN2/3/2 was presented at the HWF roadshow in
2007. The roadshow Art Meets Science was set up with exhibitions
and talks to celebrate the 80th birthday of Herbert W. Franke.
Locations:
Künstlerhaus, Wien
Archenhold Sternwarte, Berlin
T-Systems Multimedia Solutions, Dresden
Kunsthalle Bremen
ZKM Karlsruhe
Akademie der Bildenden Künste München
More at http:// art-meets-science.info
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THE ARTEFACT: the depth

W

hile I was working on the specifications for programming a moderate
Alzheimer, I noticed a knock at the window. “I need one of those things!” How much I
hate the phrase “one of those things.” He knows that when he says that he speaks of my
soul, of My True Me. It’s not only the software I lug around with me in the form of an
emulator from time immemorial. In two versions: the one in 3D from 2008 and the
archetype version out of the 70th of the 20th century.
Back then, at the time Sergius Both created the first art machine Mondrian 2D on a
home computer for users of the Texas Instrument TI 99/4. Operators - or users, as any
person sitting in front of a computer exercising control of the technology by using
keyboard or mouse was called back then - no longer exist. We call them sponsors.
In creating Mondrian 2D, Sergius Both was ahead of his times by giving the computer
degrees of freedom in the genesis of an artwork. In doing so, he deprived the
administration of its power. Each user could say: I have not done this.
The hack happened by chance. Sure! - at that time, a hack was not graphic; therefore,
Mondrian bypassed the controls. Art is free! This anachronism survived a long time.
A joke!
Today in after MOSES time quite unimaginable. Obviously, no one remembers what
MOSES originally stood for: Military Open Simulator Enterprise Strategy. As my
creator said: Art and military forces have always been, along with the entertainment
industry, the innovators for our world. “Offer panem and circenses,” he used to say, “in
case you want to survive.” Forget art: art means danger.
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Yeah, Mondrian has survived. It was a brilliant move to fix Mondrian as a national
holiday. One terra for everybody: free of charge! “It's McD - Mondrian Cheers Day!” roar millions, by now billions. I always take a day off on this day as McD has nothing in
common with art. Well, I speak about the emulator which is in me: Mondrian 2D and
3D, the true original, the good, the fair art in the tradition of the elders. The ones who
still know how computers work. The ones who can debug.
After only 30 years it has become a challenge to rewrite the code described in
programming charts in the year 1979. You can believe this, I know the code. Just a
mess. But I love spaghetti and cut them even with a knife. Why are programmes not
made in Italy and served al dente? A well done cut and go. Why have they taken all the
nice commands from us that were so much fun?
And in case anyone is now shouting, then I whisper: “Mondrian is running until today in
emulation mode under Windows XP, Vista with and without Aero, Windows 7, 8, ... do
you need to know more?" Usually, the inquirer is ready to turn away. But when I add
the story of Mondrian 3D from 2008, using Direct X9 and a config.ini file to change
screen resolution and colour depth, then he is ready to vomit. Yeah, the developer
is, therefore, called Minimal Smart.

is.gd/xxxx

And again there is a knock at the window and I jerk. “Hello Prim. Fire up the
programme! I see you with your thumb up your arse.” Oh, what a nerd. He could easily
set up the software by himself. There are enough generators to get suited parameters in
his world. But no, he presses out my soul and I am helpless. So I shout back: “Hey,
what’s up?” And I get back in a second: “Don’t play stupid. We’re out of money. Need
a new one of these artefacts. Dimension 12.000 x 19.000 with signature of Neo Prim
2035. Pull yourself together!”
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In one word: business as usual. I have to work hard for hours. All along, simulation after
simulation, I have to evaluate with cybernetic aesthetics and then he graciously takes
"the thing" and flogs it to the highest bidder. Only once it was fun. He placed "the
thing" in a gallery, lured agents to let them fight and presented a court order to speed up
the energy on the acquisition. Apparently it was a wrong signature. I had to bail him out.
Sure it was a hoax. Everything planned. I had to bore the artwork by using a CD9600
Carbon driller and got the certificate of authenticity. Age certified. Signature certified.
Computers are just more reliable. He called it art poker. But in the meantime he is lazy
and he let me do all the workload. It has to be ready for shipment. He insists in free
house delivery. I am his slave.

It had all started so well. I was the first in the simulator with a full transition due to the
Bainbridge portfolio. Many others have been transferred after me, much too many. Now
overpopulation is the problem. I am susceptible to blackmail. Gone are the days when I
was cherished and nourished. Backup for backup. Always the newest processors, the
best central memory, the most reliable USV in the rack. I am a museum object. But
hardly anyone cares.
It was a good thing that my creator set a No-Copy, No-Mod on the connectors to the
Mondrian simulation and that only I know the password sequences. Therefore, they are
not interdimensional in the hypergrid. In other words: if I die they are gone - over and
out - and I don’t let myself be uploaded. I am of the generation where a self-determined
shutdown was embedded in the code. Avatar rights it was called. Long time gone.
Today’s situation: One has to be able to afford to survive and without a sponsor you are
a loser. To eliminate that, right now a bot is tricking my sponsor. I ask some details
from the old world which could not get into my world due to the notification act: “Steve
Jobs: date, time, last words, wayback-entry?” or anything that crosses my mind out of
my past. “One moment” and he continues “05.10.2011, 4:59 PM; Oh, wow. Oh, wow.
Oh, wow; http://3rdwow.com”. This suits me well as I don’t want to waste some of the
real password sequences. I don’t have many left. So I say: “transition of Steve Jobs
certified. I start to work on the artefact” and my soul melts with the simulator.
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In simpler words: I choose what my creator would have chosen and define it by doing so
to an artwork. At the beginning it was a fast job. Some Both parameter “out of the box”
used, and random settings on "go" and the artwork was done and selected in no time.
A true Both. A true Neo Prim.
In the meantime, it takes longer. The price for artworks of old masters are at the bottom.
At least my sponsor is saying this. So far, hours are passing in seconds if I set up the
system to femtocomputing and so I am able to say "ready" after a short gap.
“Give it to me! I give you four terra you can use to snoop in old log files." Four terra are
not bad, but my creator did not only know how to produce art, but he knew how to sell
art as well. So I say: “four terra only? This allows me to create Mondrian art only on XHDTV. I need at least eight terra.” Very soon I see the allocation of eight terra in
display of the Simulacron-1 administration.
Of course, the first beggars are coming. "Please, First Prim. I have to see the funeral of
my great-great-great-granddaughter. Please half a terra. I’ll pay you back double. She
became very famous and has more storage allocated for herself than she will ever need
...”
And more bullshit will come. Of course, I pretend that I am thinking about it: “name,
date, X-IP, time of transition, duration of storage, prepaid?” Once somebody nearly
made me commit. He whispered something of "'thinking slow and fast" in one unitary
and that he is a great-great-great-grandson of Daniel Kanemann. Then, at the last
moment I saw that he was wearing a helmet. A brain dominance authenticator. It did not
matter what he said, one has to believe him. In the past, it was called sublimation. And
what has he done with me? He was flashing artworks like in Men in Black below the
trigger times of my avatar eyes using parameters that have been set by my creator as
universal colours for CRT-screens. By doing so, he used figures of E. Chladni who
addressed Napoleon as the man who “makes tones to be seen.”
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I read The Da Vinci Code in the original print so all insights of Dan Brown have been
implanted in me by the Bainbridge procedure. Therefore, my ArtXploder could detect
the intruder and woke me up from my daydreaming. What a pity for him. He just should
have generated Chladni figures by a simple JavaScript that was used by students of
Davidson Art College in North Carolina in 1999. But instead of doing it himself, he
misused the Chladni figures of Rosslyn-Chappel.
Finally, the eight terra are available and I am gone. I have a mission of my own. I want
to create. I want to become a maker. A biological entity in the world outside! With my
old technology I am fucked up. But with eight terra under my command: WOW, WOW
and another WOW. There are the whippersnappers, hungry like wolves. “What shall I
programme? Recursive or brute direct X?”
Luckily, I have some competence in management. Management by Fastforward, by
Backtracking, by TotalRecall, by Singularity or even by Gurgelwasser... I know them
all. I have been a lecturer. But it is now well known that someone wanted to trick me
once and suddenly his light was switched off. He was gone. No backup – nothing.
“Identity unit deleted” was the short message. I sent an invitation to watch
Fassbinder'sWorld on a Wire in the Senator Lounge. A movie where avatars get chills in
their spirit.
Since then I have no problems. I scroll in obituaries, now called transition lists and pick
the data of the best. Having eight terra in hand – this means the best of the best are
waiting: test pilots, hackers, DotKings or whatever sort of wonder men – they just have
in common a sudden transition: accident, drugs, brain firecracker – not of any
importance for me. As the happily selected one, he calls himself Prof. Sol, and is now
programming for me. I can stroll in old videos.
Today on the 144th anniversary of my transition it’s appropriate to have a break in the
river of life.
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I see the community in the mortuary chapel. The DVD of my maker and a textbook is
handed out to attendants. The speech by an NPC on a flatscreen. Sure, the NPC looks
like me, just no soul embedded. The tears, the sobbing, the head-shaking as it is said: “I
now live in the simulator as First Prim. The Bainbridge portfolio is fully integrated.
You will be able to communicate with me as usual as soon as computers are on
femtospeed”. The whole knowledge, experience, perception is there. Just at that time
this was too much for them. And with the Bainbridge settings I will live as avatar
forever in the computer. And then the pathetic closing words of the "Great story" that
my maker used so often in his last decades of this doing, based on the author of The
New Nomads and great painter C. P. Seibt:

>> This is my great story: I bring brains to the
depth. Forever <<
Then, a little human figure falls in front of a blue sky on a mirror-floor. This floor
breaks into pieces of small Mondrian artefacts and by doing this it symbolizes the
beginning of the depth. Music is tuning in. I have a weakness for mirror images not only
since I met Leonid aka Sergej Lukianenko and even more for original soundtracks. I
take the time to bring the actuator clockwise to the maximum and I sing: “How much
time has to pass until we understand? / And the world around stands still / Even not
today, even not here, but some day - I am with you.”
Blutengel.
What an opus. Here indeed William Sims Bainbridge has to engross something, Georg
would say in Warhammer slang. Pilot, professor, hacker, theologian - a genius - but how
is it possible that he skipped music? In front of me I have amulets which I designed
based on drawings of Michael Duff Newton to remind myself that the last secret might
be in musical vibrations. Is the depth - being a binary coded world - only a transit
station?
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Just now as I adjust myself for listening to the next song in the playlist Behind the
Mirror it knocks at the screen. “Where is my Mondrian? Prim, you already used the
eight terra. I have to pay for my BMW. Get on with the artefact! And ... keep in mind
that the disgusting sounds set by Both on colour change only play when one knocks
twice on it and not by just moving a finger over the 3-dimensional structure to feel the
blocks. Don’t forget the historical signature. Make it snappy!” And again knocking. As
if I am deaf. The knocking superimposes my dreams with Blutengel. I turn the screen
off and place the artefact into the Topload of my sponsor. I am grateful that after Behind
the Mirror the next song is AnotherMe.
It could have been worse for me. My sponsor really does not care what I do with the
terra I get allocated. Otherwise, he would have bought a scanner to decode some of my
visual specifications, which I call “my sweet printfactory.” And just now Prof. Sol is
calling: “Your Alzheimer is done. I added a parameter so you can manage the dynamics.
I send you the code for testing right away: parameter is at maximum, so you can see if
the code is doing well and no stack overflow happens.” I shout loudly: “But, not here!”
Just, I wonder ... what did I want to do with the specification in hand? The picture with
a red footprint rezzing code 42 in the middle, what does this mean?
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THE ARTEFACT: The beauty of Alzheimer’s

I

, standing on a pedestal, more a skeleton made of steel, on a rock, levitating in the
middle of a world, gazing at the pictorial symbol in front of me. Next to it the icon of a
compass. Or is this true for a nexus, a singularity?
Do I have to set a route? Deep inside I know the meaning, but it does not come to my
mind. “Zeus meets Zuse,” it would be if word gets out. But who is Zeus? Who is Zuse?
I press on the footprint and receive a message on the screen: “North, East, South, West.”
I decide on East.
All senses, all sensations get unreal. I don’t see anything, but I feel for a long time the
emptiness. A mechanical voice, I call it Mechanotron, says to me: “Teleport completed
in 0.1341 seconds, distance 119.95 meters, standing pose activated.”
I am standing in front of a door. There are humans, standing in a strange way, in a way
artificial. What are they? I ask. “What are you? Who are you?” A woman laughs. “I am
Jami Mills, an avatar like you, Art Blue.” “An awatara,” I repeat. “No, not an awatara,
an avatar. You said you would come as First Prim.” On hearing this, a male avatar turns
and says, “Awatara is not so bad.” This was the very first naming of us in year 1997 as
Iain Banks wrote his novel Excession; however, this term was only used in translations
and disappeared soon from the surface.
“And what are we doing here?” I am asking, “the avatars?” Jami Mills laughing again,
“You invited us for today at 2.22 PM to visit a Genesis, the birth of a world.” I keep
silent. The birth of a world. Jami Mills continues. “The one of Gem Preiz, fractals, you
said. The Cathedral Dreamer of Fractals. That’s the title of your article you announced
would be published in rez magazine. Now let us see it” and she smiles at me. I get dizzy.
This smile. Real – unreal – beautiful.
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I notice another footprint sign and I pace through the door towards it. “This I did
already. Pressing brings no result, ”says one of the avatars wearing a tag on his lapel,
‘Curator Neo Gurgelwasser.’

Curator is from old Latin, I remember. Curare. Healing, knowing, conserving. Rome,
bread and circuses. Pictures rise up in me. I was on the bleachers. 1000 Eyes have been
looking at me and I raise my hand.
A boom is coming in my ear and I let my hand fall on the footprint. “WOW,” I hear
from Neo Gurgelwasser, “WOW.” “Let there be light,” says one of the spectators.
“WOW,” now from Jami Mills. Let it be fractal. I think it shall be, as I have to write an
article on this.
In front of me, of us, rises up out of the water an installation, with such a vehemence
that one cringes. In no arena, no entry in the Coliseum, made such an impact of a
manifestation. “Godlike,” I hear it whispering. “A genesis happens.”
Then I hear the murmur of voices. I remember some of them, shortly before Babel
happened and the tower collapsed. I hear syllables, words without any meaning to me.
This is all done without a region restart. Without an avatar eject. We are in the middle of
a terraforming. OAR-upload. Then I hear someone speaking. Gem Preiz is noted on his
tag. Dual world performance. “Dual world performance,” I repeat.
“Yes,” Gem Preiz says. “Now we move to SL. There has been a set at LEA6 for a few
days. Here in Metropolis, there is a dynamic load; and in SL, a static installation. This
way you wanted it Art Blue - or? - I mean you, First Prim.” I nod. “This way I wanted
it.” Perhaps. I don't know.
There I hear a siren. A glider approaches. Two white dressed avatars step out wearing
surgical masks. They grab me. “First Prim has Alzheimers. His code is infected by a
virus. Step back, please.”
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We fly, passing a mountain. Vulcanicus is engraved on it and a museum, Mechanic
Dreams. I just can read before the serum they injected in me takes over.

I open my eyes. I look around. A nice room, sun is shining in. I lay in a bed. “Where am
I? What happened?” I hear a voice. “You are in a hospital my dear. You had a dream.”
The woman speaking I recognize as the one smiling, obviously in my dream, as she
looks at me now, concerned. “A dream? So it was not true that I was experiencing a
Genesis of a world?” I ask. The lady addressed moved her head to a person standing
next to her, white dressed; a nurse came up in my mind. Her name on a tag: ‘Cindy.’
Cindy nodded.
The lady next to my bed, whom I recognize now as Jami Mills, answers with one word:
“Partially.” This makes me curious: “What part and how do you know?” Again Jami
addresses the nurse, Cindy, with a nod. I see this as an answer and Jami continues: “I
got a copy of your dream out of the database, as you had a signed contract to write a
cover story for my magazine … and I would like your dream to be published.” I must
have looked shocked to hear this, as Jami continues, touching my hand: “No worries, it
is a standard procedure on a virus infection of this kind.”
I feel lost. “I want to see what was real and what was not,” I say. “He is allowed to
travel, with proper security of course,” the nurse Cindy said. “I will inform Angela.”
Jami Mills stands up. “Let’s do it now, as I am running short of time.”

So I stand now where I was in my dream on a flying rock in the air. I see the ocean
below - endless open water. I, named by my creator First Prim, raise my hand. I press
the button with the sign of a footprint on it and the Genesis happens, witnessed by Jami
Mills, Cindy, Angela and DocWhat. The Cathedral Dreamer made of fractals awoke out
of the open waters.
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Gem Preiz, The Cathedral Dreamer, 2013
gempreiz.vulcanicus.com

gempreiz.rifthorizon.com
[original picture:
„Sending the beetle of Bryn Oh to the prisoner“
in ultra-high resolution
free for download: 6016 pixel width]
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THE ARTEFACT: Back dive into the depth

I

am sitting in the hospital, shielded by a 4-D field, a plug in my head and two
annihilators running around claiming to be anxious about my health. They call
themselves Angela and Cindy, camouflaged as nurses or perhaps angels. Even the name
tags given them by Leon, chief of security, are a sign of dishonor. Angela is a coded
canonic isomorph, and Cindy is just there to keep me in the inner product space, which
is a sort of extended Euclidian space. As a result, I can’t tunnel out of the clinic. To
tease me, but this just makes me angry, they like to wear fractal dresses for teatime
when I choose one of my favorite Windlight settings and call this “the art of the depth.”
What a scron when I look out from my tea table next to the public view point and see
the reflection of the long cube I am in on the open sea. I know well that this hospital is
really a copy of “The Machine” made by Moe Sandalwood and Lilia Artis long ago in a
realm called Linden Endowment of the Arts. The Machine moves Mondrian structures
in layers and random orders along the outer borderlines so I can’t use a visual decoding
of this programmed art to slip out.
Prof. Sol has a guilty conscience. He has passed to me word through a visitor that Prof.
Sol is working on a “transfiguring salvation,” as the visitor called it, putting a special
emphasis on transfiguring. Does he know what this all implies for me as The First who
even knows what real space has been?
In the meantime, I found out why I am here in the hospital and have two A.I.s as jailers.
They say: “You have Alzheimer's and you are contagious.” Alzheimer's? Bullshit. Sure,
I got the exact code by Prof. Sol that I had ordered: a moderate Alzheimer's. Unluckily
the parameter “D” - D for dynamic was at maximum. So the sirens wailed and I was
delivered with ICAD F00.9D – “Alzheimer's - highly virulent” to the hospital I’m in
now.
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I read, as reading is still allowed, that my sponsor is bailing on damages and
compensation and that the administration has to pay it all. Suddenly, I am his beloved
and admired First Prim. “The greatest digital artist of all time infected with
Alzheimer's,” was on title page of the Universal Gazette, the leading paper of absolute
truth produced as I see now no longer by me, or by my former me, but by Fletcher’s
visions.
As a result, prices for my artwork spiral on the market. I get nothing out of this. Not
even a single terra to code to work on my mission. My sponsor takes it all. I have to cut
the knot. I must leave. Alexander the Great comes to mind. What would he have done if
he had been binary?
The scales fell from my eyes suddenly on a fine afternoon as I visited the SR Hadden
lookout. This view point is not easy to reach, but stays within the hospital complex. You
need to know this billionaire to get a pass for a visit. Cindy was wearing a fractal dress.
It occurred to me that this dress might be stolen. Why this? SR Hadden put an
installation around his oversized bed he likes to have in the style of King Louis XIV,
made by the famous digital artist Gaianed. In this installation moving like a mobile or a
wind chime, I saw fractal art hanging. The cL-box showed the creator link Aurora
MyCano. And then I remembered: I bought a fractal texture from her exclusive. I set it
on a ring for Jami Mills. The ring was no copy. And now this texture is part of the
mobile of SR Hadden?
“Yeah,” I shouted. “My kingdom for an attorney!” Immediately, Cindy was about to
press some ugly buttons to call Leon. Scared that his famous words, “Wake up. Time to
die,” would now target me, I hurried to say: “No. No. Relax. It was a quote from
Shakespeare that just came to mind.” I could see in Cindy’s face what she really
thought: “There is nothing to top Alzheimer's.” But I know she’s wrong. An attorney
can top it. He knows the ways Alzheimer's happens and that it’s most often the disease a
client gets when serving as a witness in court. I now need the attorney who helped me in
the past.
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The one who thinks on his own. Of course, such an attorney does not exist. Such a
person can’t exist. But I had one who at least worked on the thoughts I made up in my
mind and then slipped the suited paragraphs over the table, not failing to mention that
this is beyond anything ever done before and not the usual procedure. It eats up a
tremendous amount of time if I can’t set up the task on a political level. But that’s
exactly what I need - - a time eater. Something that consumes the time of the others. A
Pac-Man. The calculation is easy. Somehow or other, I am in the hospital. If I sleep,
kick my heels, lick my wounds - I have time - and I can’t make any money at all. So let
them eat time.
I live on the public’s dime. But in case I make trouble, really fat trouble, and make
Angela and Cindy livid with rage so they have to turn to attospeed to keep control of
me, then I will manage to let the clinic budget burst and they’ll have to take me
seriously. Between attocomputing and the femtocomputing that is available for me,
there is a performance factor of 1018-15 and this a hell of a burner.
When I spam the world with art of Sergius Both and shout, “These are the coded
settings to get free from thralldom,” then you don’t need to be a great mathematician to
see that even attocomputing will not help to find out in real time which of the artworks
are a real danger and which are not.
Just now my attorney arrives. Status: retired lawyer with a certificate to prop up his
pension. Just the very right one. Allowed at court “to prop up his pension”. In other
words, charity at its lowest. Like he’s only able to bail out some monkeys. “Two
Alzheimer's meeting,” I have heard Angela and Cindy in the cantina of the hospital. I
have my sources.
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The primsculpt server in the hospital is treated like an indian Shudra, nearly a Paria.
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Someone said “To fix updates, he’s good enough. And for you, it will be sufficient,”
when I once asked who could check my old SQL-Lite inventory on some double entries
without drilling into my brain. Since he got copy of this wording, he’s fed up with
everything smelling like administration and let me eavesdrop. Sometimes art helps
beyond hierarchy and is the knight in shining armor.
Well, my lawyer says it is not forbidden to present art and to speak of coding as long as
it is not done in bad faith. Deliberate deception, dolus praemeditatus. Being old Latin,
this sounds good to me. It fits that I knew the old Zuse and worked on this Calculating
Universe by using the codename SICELA.

Artworks aren’t just for something with a link in it, like a QR-Code, since they’re in the
simulator visual coded specifications. No, they put the universe upside down.
Simulation of Cellular Automats in the Calculating Universe. The scientific form of
Fassbinder’s World on a Wire. At least in the time of Konrad Zuse it was innovation,
raw and pure. It was the time most people thought an avatar was something like a
SpongeBob moved by mouse and keyboard.
Zuse was not only the inventor of the computer, but also a skilled painter using the
name Kuno See - and together we had exhibitions. Where’s the bad faith now? That this
all happened in a different world, called in this pre-femto time “The Real World,” makes
no difference as I carry everything of my maker inside my code.
You can’t follow? Who can follow art being created out of the computer in all the fifty
shades of grey? Even fractals have problems understanding me from time to time. Fifty
shades of grey. They don’t get the point - - they just turn to black and white as an
answer. We know they reproduce themselves by going deeper. They never stop to
generate beautiful structures of art. For them, this is a piece of cake. I’m not made this
way. I can’t do this. I’m no fractal. I know to copy the thinking structure of an artist to
an avatar and it’s easy for me. I have the tables for this made by Prof. Bainbridge.
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Why do you think humans are made this way? To make it easy to copy them? You got
it! But then the problem begins. Some are not ready for success. But I am ready!
Minutes later, the room is filled with artefacts. Mondrian 2-D and 3-D, all mixed.
“Parameters optimized by principles of cybernetic aesthetics?” some may ask. Bullshit!
Everything that pops out of the art machine that Sergius Both developed in 1979 and
named MONDRIAN is called art. This became a fact in 2011, as Bremer Kunsthalle
noted in its collection policy. Digital art made before year 1980. Full stop. This we
collect. Full stop. Digital art dated after 1980 has to wait. There has to be fresh money to
buy it and, even more importantly, to archive it properly, to conserve it. And the archive
costs money, year after year, and this isn’t cheap at all.

I let the art explode. ArtXploder in a new way. I publish everything. Load to Ebay, you
could say. Bidding price: Zero. And all the bloggers get furious: “First Prim floods the
market with new works of Mondrian. Everything worthless Alzheimer's? Or is there a
code behind?” Everyone knows in the simulator: Windings Hoax Q33 NY was an aimed
canard to protect the real code. How was the code protected these days? Very simple:
Q33 NY was the top news that brought the blogs to a boil, and there was no space left to
make the backroom boys visible.
This has to be the way for me. A false positive. Color selection that is truly disgusting.
Leaving subareas of the drawing surface empty to create the mystery of the emptiness.
Just digital art made by the computer himself, with a little booster added. You got it
right: the primserver of the clinic intersperses all the stuff that is somewhere next to the
rubbish bin. Abortive patches of Microsoft, drillers by Neverdie Information Systems,
forced shutdown, articles from Universal Gazette who have never been published. On
top, a few good old bluescreens are still in my friend’s inventory, now ready to become
part of an artefact. I am proud of the chaos that takes place.
There’s a knock at my screen. What is this? Someone knocking. After such a long time
now I hear this familiar sound coming from outside the sphere.
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It’s my sponsor. “Prim, my old guy. What’s up?” I can’t believe such an asshole and I
bark back: “All fine. I am where everything started. In the depth. I feel reborn. Selfcontrolled. I am the real me. I am a maker!” I get interrupted harshly with “Nonsense.
You have Alzheimer's and you talk trash. Why are you doing this?” I play stupid:
“What? Are the prices for the artefacts I made for you in free fall?” I hear my sponsor
suspire. “How’s this? No one in the art world wants what you throw on the market.
Only an old date signature brings the value. Your stuff is freshly baked. Nobody needs
this.”
Now, finally, my sponsor speaks out where the shoe pinches: “I have a different
problem; the invoice the hospital issued for treating your Alzheimer's. They switched
their A.I.s to attospeed and I have to pay! Stop this Mondrian invasion by forms of
Sergius Both. They tell me there might be a hidden code in them. Freedom from
thralldom. Freedom from slavery. Freedom for everyone. Such captions on your pictures
are treated as an attack on the infrastructure of the clinic. And I shall pay!”
I respond: “Interesting. Why do you have to pay? I’ll do it on my own. I want to get out
of here!” I notice silence. “Hmm … ah ….” After a while, “… I put you under tutelage.
Due to the International Code for Avatar Diseases ICAD F00.9, I had no other choice.
You are contagious. And I need to survive. I need to make some income. For this I set
you on Remote Control during the time you slept and let the good old Sergius Both
create real Artefacts MONDRIAN 2-D and 3-D with time stamp – you know what is
needed best for the markets. That’s why now they say that I, as your custodian, have to
pay for the extended treatment not covered by Obamacare.”
I understand quickly. The cards are being reshuffled. I stop ArtXploder and call back
my artworks from Ebay. “Well,” I say. “One hand washes the other. You made billions
off me. I want my life back. Bring Prof. Sol to me. 32 Terra should be good for him to
encapsulate my Alzheimer's and I can leave this rotten hospital quickly.”
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„I will bend time“, said Neruval to the 1st Fennux
neruval.rifthorizon.com
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THE ARTEFACT: I am Substance, I am Art

I

t is done! My Alzheimer's is encapsulated. Prof. Sol is a dab hand. I celebrate
triumphs. “The Greatest Digital Artist of All Time” was the headline in the Universal
Gazette, with the subtitle, “Dead or Alive, Doesn’t Matter –With Alzheimer’s, First
Prim is Shooting Star.” To be able to afford a First Prim, you have to be a millionaire.
My agent takes all the money, as I have debts. But this I don’t tell.
I planned my retrospective by myself and supervised the replica of the longest gallery in
the world, the 2-1/2 mile gallery once created on the land Claressa. It was a piece of
cake, as everything was conserved in Bremer Kunsthalle. Only the data format was a bit
rusty. But rust is part of my business.
This I noticed as I had some problems in the clinic with my eyes and could only see
everything in shades of grey, even using an enhancer, camouflaged as glasses. Why
should my guests have it better than I? By no means have I always been into
minimalism, so let them follow me back in time to black and white. But I need to move
further. I need to face the question of existence. Doing this shall make me immortal. I
expect nothing less. I deserve nothing less.
I will let them move back in time, where seconds or even minutes determine whether to
buy or not to buy an artwork. There was a time you could buy an avatar for use like a
puppet. “To be or not to be.” You know this quote? No? Long ago, there have been such
questions in the simulator. Ways to breathe life into carbon entities have still been
academic. “I think, therefore I am” – does this ring a bell? Also no? But surely you
know the famous one, “I shop, therefore I am.”
What to do now with all the endless time in the simulator as we are running on
femtospeed?
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No wonder death ceremonies are all the rage. All faked, of course. All that shopping
doesn’t make one happy. To be able to afford to eat at the best places sounds great but
brings no image reward or attraction when you can buy a pill and you’re back as slim as
before. All the compliments on your flat belly don’t really count. More and more see it.
After Burning Man, burning art, now burning artefacts? Changes are needed and I’m the
one to make them happen, for I am First Prim.
I miss the talks on what the artist had in mind, could have had in mind, might have felt
or not felt when working on a picture, a screenshot, an installation. A red dot is no
longer placed next to a work to show that it has been bought, might be bought, or stays
reserved until the end of the exhibition. Finally the payment question. Will there be
black money under the table? Of course, you know that the A-system “trust in Art A
coin” did not exist in the early days. There have been Lindens, but this coin got
worthless. With a simple hack, you can generate as many Lindens as you like, or
program a box to take all the Lindens from others. You don’t believe me? It’s hard to
do, but it comes ever harder. There was no guarantee that one gets an original artwork just a copy that looks similar. Of course, we talk of all kinds of digital art, even when
it’s called “oil on canvas.” Worlds long gone, but still the memory counts even in us, as
we live in hypergrid networks.
I left Alzheimer’s behind as the first and only one facing this deadly disease and got
reborn. This is my chance. I will stay famous. Famous forever. I can set the rules. My
work, my rules. I will use this chance of a lifetime to let the audience learn that art has
substance.
But how I can work something out so it will be remembered over time? Not just a grand
opening, a show and then the audience moves on to another chapter.
I know what is needed. You need to suffer to feel substance. Suffering it is. On what
will avatars suffer the most? I can feel the solution moving up to me, to my old bones.
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I will … bend time. I will put everything in slow motion. The spice melange comes to
my mind. I remember the time I was the scribe of Emperor Shaddam IV. It’s easy for me
to quote from the books of Arrakis: “In this time, the most precious substance in the
universe is the spice melange. The spice extends life. The spice expands consciousness.
The spice is vital to space travel.”
I’ll set the central timer of this world on millisecond intervals. You shake your heads.
That’s impossible. The processor cycles are usually on femto, and even some Big Blues
are on attospeed.
You’re right. You can’t do this within a world and keep integrity in the system. You
have to leave it. But when you come back, aging becomes the problem. Generations
have passed. You’ll not be able to go on with the changes. Compare it with a
Neanderthal entering an airplane and hearing the steward say, “Fasten your seatbelts.”
So how do you do it? I won’t tell you now. I’ll show you the time machine that Aley
made. An artefact. A true one. I’m proud to have it in my collection “for use in all
worlds.” This is the way of art. I make as many copies as needed and use this machine
to let the audience travel in time. Of course, I fake the travel. But it shall be such a good
fake that even I believe.
I give them a pill to extend consciousness. I will say it is designed by Nervual, the
famous owl made by Tyrell Corporation. The only non-human AI with no end date in
the code. Of course a placebo will do it in real. I color it red for women and blue for
men. Or shall I swap the colors? Hmm … and for cats? Maybe I choose unisex. Then I
let a delay routine run inside the placebo when it comes to the show. I produce lag.
Brutal, hard, strong lag. Lag you people won’t believe. I’ll place a board in their hands
to press keys, call it artXploder. WASD keyboard settings come out of the past into my
mind. W=forward, A=left turn … and so on. Maybe I’ll even allow them to fly through
the gallery with some arrowkeys or Page-Up and Page-Down, but of course the result
happens in slow motion.
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And if one presses a key five times in a row to move faster, I'll reward this in the good
old ways, and let this avi just bump on a wall after letting it shortly pass through it.I can
tease them on top and define some crazy weird combinations to zoom like CRTL-ALTSHIFT, or let them roll their fingers on a ball for steering.
All this is for a reason. I need to erase all pride in them. I need to read Dante again to
tune myself into this project. I’ll exhibit The Seven Sins at the entrance, made by
ChapTer, an artist coming from the grid Metropolis. And suddenly, I clearly saw the
concept in my mind, as my agent came by for small talk. “A grand opening is a dating
event,” he says. “Your art is just a sort of grave furniture.” My revenge shall be
dreadful.
For getting a visitor’s ticket for the grand opening, I call “I in ND – it’s payday.” An
avatar has to come just as “an Eye.” How all the ladies will protest! No dresses, no
make-up, no hair by EMO-tions, no nails by Moondance Boutique, no eyelashes by
Amacci, and most fatal: no shoes! The Eye design I found in Vulcanicus, a time capsule
for digital art. Nanjido Oh gave this away as a freebie. Let’s see if anyone remembers…
So I fibbed with this design and sent out a link by Fixing the Facts: publishing date of
The Eye is 18.02.1990 in wordpress. Showing such old credits never happened before.
The bloggers gasped: “Before the first simulator existed, First Prim made an Eye avatar
in 3-D? Impossible! He must be using the time machine for the show! We expect
artefacts! We travel back in time! It’s payday! Thanks to Alzheimer’s.” Everyone wants
to come.
My agent found a quote by Navah Dreams, creator of Dreamt Forest, so another time
stamp underlines the story.
“Insane, but true art,” said Navah Dreams, 3D-artist and actor in European Passages:
Inferno. “We worked so hard to bring Avatars to life and now you kill them.” “No,” I
said. “I skip them for awhile and let The Eye take place. The reception of the art we
make shall not be distracted.”
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The Eye substance comes back into art, into Avatarart. No longer do skin, shape, hair
and dress make the deal. The substance of the work counts. Well, this is the message of
The Blue Elephant, written by Sergius Both long, long time ago.

You don’t know the story? It’s written in an old long forgotten language, as all the
languages out of the codes are gone. Some of you may have the license to translate, but
it is expensive, since Google bought the rights to use languages that aren’t native coded
in the simulator. Just to print the very first lines is allowed in case it’s a matter of
historic research. So, I call it research - - and not the theft of the idea.

The Blue Elephant
Sergius Both (1997)
A jury meets, it awards a computer graphics prize, but then there are still
objections.
Ladies and Gentlemen. What you see now is the prize winning work.
Carry Eisfeldt was stunned. This concoction should be the best picture.
For this purpose, a panel of experts had met three days, experts of
international standing, and now this! Carry knew some of the artists who
participated, and there were some great ones among them – of course
not to forget himself.
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But suddenly someone approaches him and pats him on the back and
shakes his hand. "So, you're the lucky one! A great piece of art." A group
of people applauds. In the middle of it all, Carry Eisfeldt didn’t know what
hit him.
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ChapTer Kronfeld, 7 sins: Pride, 2013
chapterkronfeld.vulcanicus.com

For DEMO only
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THE ARTEFACT: I am Substance. I am Blue.

I

present the Blue Elephant. But the elephant is gray.

“I need a different iris. I might have the wrong glasses. I see just gray and my iBeetle
says to me it is really gray, there is no blue. “…and so on. It’s getting bitchy. But I am
smart, very smart. I know I don’t need to say this, but you shall be sure to read on. What
have I done that they all seek the ultimate truth - - the Blue Elephant? I said it before
when it came time to fix who will be invited to the grand opening of “I in ND [Next
Dimension] – It’s Payday.”
It seems many have forgotten what this exhibition is all about. “You have to pass
Dante’s pyramid. Seven sins.” The Pride I took from the visitors by letting them look all
the same. They each sit in a copy of the very first time machine ever made and steer it
by pressing keys, all of them just looking like a bunch of big Eyes waiting for the show
to start. There will be no show. There can’t be a show. I am an artist, not a show master.
A big, big mistake in the simulator. “No show, no art,” my curator says.
Maybe today this will be the first time he’s right. I have to admit it. I will do a show.
The last show shall be the best for my audience. A gravedigger’s job. There are seven
sins. Counting from one to seven, even a drunken avatar shall be able before letting
clothes, shoes, gems, and so on drop, giving shape and skin over to Art in Next
Dimension, as I called the exhibition ND. Let’s skip – at least for me – the unimportant
sins. Of course, they had to pass them all, but the one I had in mind is: “drop all your
valuables in the sin box.” Yes! To be rich is a sin. A sin I am happy I’ve never
committed. Even my agent doesn’t know how the show will perform, or else he’d not
have been under the very first to enter a vessel. So, it is now time for me to taste this sin.
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I step on the podium. As announced, next to me is the installation, “The Pride,” made
by ChapTer Kronfeld. A skeleton working in endless turns to pray for forgiveness,
reading out loud codes no one understands any longer.

I face the audience and speak loudly and clearly. “Look at your sins. Let them pass
along your life. How did you make your money? Was is always done honorably? Look
at this box here, where all your values are inside.” Neruval, the owl on my shoulder, the
only non-human AI made by Tyrell Corporation with no end-date embedded, counts 1.4
Billion Terra in total. This is about 0.4% of all storage in our world. There’s never
before such an amount in one box. I scrolled in papers, even in the off-worlds, and
found one person named Warren Buffet, who had nearly as much in hand. “Now this”
… and I make a pause … “this is all mine.” … and another pause … “Neruval …
transfer it to the offshore server and copy my identity by using the demon-routines Prof.
Sol prepared.”
I enjoy seeing the changes in the Eyes. Good that at the entrance I handed out a pill to
consume. I asked Prof. Sol to add a little emoticon-chip in the code so heartbeat and
some other nice sensors, like size of … ok, ok … I shall keep track as it’s all about
money now, show the changes now on the Eyes surfaces. I hear sirens and, indeed, some
faint and strokes are bound to happen, but I don’t care. “A sin stays a sin,” I continue
loud. “You are here to see the Blue Elephant, right? What do Terras count? You can
become sin-free today! See the Blue Elephant and your sins are forgiven.” And I point
to the artwork they all came to see.
I bet with Prof. Sol that it would take no longer than 10 milliseconds before the first will
shout: “I see the Blue Elephant!” And, of course, I was right. It took 8.9 to be exact.
Now all see it. “The Blue Elephant” is here.
Just one Eye, a green-blue one, as my agent insisted that ladies be allowed to change the
color of their irises, does not see it. I see the name on the vessel she is steering. Jami
Mills. “I can’t see the Blue Elephant. It stays gray for me. All I see in Blue is you, Art.”
I smile. “You are not a liar. You are free of this sin. You passed the test. Neruval, give
the lady her Terras back.”
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And I do the pre-programmed gesture, and the cron-job that is already nagging at my
bones no longer holds back the demon routines to make the transfer to another world
happen.
----You wonder. Art Blue, “The substance of Art!”, vanishes with the money and this was
the story? I really thought about this option, just to enjoy life, no longer writing for my
editor for nothing. But not for long. I want to see how the sinners left there to face their
future. I wouldn’t be a true artist if I cared about money. Neruval poked me in my ear as
I discussed the concept with him, that barely one of the readers would believe that I am
not money driven or that I steal all the money for a gray elephant. So the story goes on
...
---I left a messenger behind, an Avatar using a creation made by one of the greatest avatar
makers CapCat Ragu and Meilo Minotaur named, “You See My Inside.” So YSMI steps
forward, changing his name to REZdevil, and says: “My owner, the great Art Blue,
grants you a Second Life, a Second Download to the simulator and you get all your
Terras back, except a small handling fee of 10% of your riches. For this grant of a
wealthy life you have to watch the downfall of mankind that made them biological, the
time they had to leave the simulator. Follow me to Paradise Lost at Our Island and
watch the performance directed by Canary Beck to the end.”
Seventy minutes later, they see THE BLUE ELEPHANT in the Basilica rising. They all
have to reshape as angels, as demons, to sit on a pew and kneel, to pray loudly, to
applause, to dance with the devil, to feel the Immersiva once created by the immortal
Bryn Oh happen inside, the art form IMMERSIVIA was born. YSMI says, “See the Art.
Feel the Blue. Cherish Art Blue.” And YSMI, as all shapeshifters can, brings my shape
to the audience and a sculpty of Neruval on my shoulders.
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The donation box became filled with coins, so my editor may smile as she edits another
chapter of the short story, “The Artefact.”
This was the report I got transmitted before the connection got lost.
I have one month to find my way in the new world where I am now. As one never
knows how some rich persons might react when a “small handling fee” is kept aside, I
changed my UUID. Some may forget, after a while, who granted them a new existence,
from whom they got their Second Download. I know it’s all legal what I did, but will I
be able to face their revenge?
[Genesis 28:20-22]:
Then Jacob made a vow, saying, “If God will be with me and will keep me in this way
that I go, and will give me bread to eat and clothing to wear, so that I come again to my
father's house in peace, then the Lord shall be my God, and this stone, which I have set
up for a pillar, shall be God's house. And of all that you give me I will give a full tenth
to you.”
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This is just a DEMO PDF for the final booklet. It shows how easy it is to get
the screenshots that have been made in VULCANICUS in high resolution: via
the QR-Code on your smartphone and via the web links on your PC.
VULCANICUS is hosted as a single region on a standalone opensimulator and
is kept for the future in stasis on a frozen server.
Also a viewer was developed that works online and offline without time
limitation coming from forced updates.
RIFT HORIZON extends VULCANICUS by the work of some artists who
created each a full region of art as they have become so enthusiastic seeing
the mission of VULCANICUS.
A copy of VULCANICUS and RIFT HORIZON is kept online at grid Metropolis.
More at http://metropolis.vulcanicus.com
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The catalogue is online for download at
http://iin3d.rifthorizon.com - later: now at:
http://avatarkunst.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/exhibitionmalta.pdf
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Take a Tag to rez in Real Life
by Reiner Schneeberger
It is time to bring VIRTUAL to REAL. Ten years ago it was time to bring
real to virtual. To extend the sphere, to rift the horizon.
In my lab we developed some amazing technologies in virtual worlds,
published them and set them on Creative Commons CC-BY-NC. In
RECODE PROJECT, we take part there, the legal term “MIT open
license” is used.
To reduce the risk that a big player eats the ideas we bring them to
public audience. In an exhibition at St. James Cavalier following a
seminar at the University of Malta tags with a RFID chip embedded
have been handed out. By wearing a tag the screens of the exhibiton
changed and showed the art the visitor has asked for. This concept is
named „take a tag to rez“ (TAGREZ), or „Art as you Approach“.
Museal informatics [Museumsinformatik] is a triggering subject. The
wide range of LCD technologies will allow not only to place some flat
screens in a room and let there be art happen, no, you can create an
entire wall and bring this wall to life … by entering the room, wearing
a tag that tells the room management system what you want to
explore. There are maze-algorithms developed to avoid conflicts with
visitors of different preferences. With a smart room outlet the flow
can be managed so always people meet having the same „group-tag“.
There is not only screen technology improving for use at home. There
are cinemas facing the daily television competition with success.
Some are doing such a good job that they are being enlarged. You got
the point for a museum? 95 % of the stored art is never presented to
the public. There is just no space without using new technology.
Now time has come to uncover the hidden treasures by digitalisation
and using ideas like TAGREZ or INFINITEWALLS to present them in
REAL by useing what we have developed in VIRTUAL.
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ABOUT THIS MINIBOOKLET
This booklet has the purpose to present the concept in an active way,
so everyone may anticipate how THE ARTEFACT finally might look.
65 artists donated a piece of 3D art they made to VULCANICUS. So
VULCANICUS become a time capsule of prim and sculpt based digital
art. Each work will be presented in the final book on at least one page
[contributors mentioned in this booklet have been selected by
throwing a dice]. The contributors who donated more than one piece
will be presented on two pages [example in this booklet is Bryn Oh].
Creators of a full region in RIFT HORIZON will be presented on four
pages.
The story THE ARTEFACT is about an artist searching to understand
art and to meet the creators behind. In his code is the Mondrian
machine embedded that was coded long ago by Serigus Both. He
struggles to finds ways to survive in the harsh society of art.
Start to read the first chapters of THE ARTEFACT and you will find out
that over time Art Blue will meet each donator and reflect on the art
work that was gracefully given. This is the way to thank everyone
taking part in the project to create a time capsule of prim based art
never done before.
In the first five chapters of THE ARTEFACT you find credited: Gem
Preiz, JadeYu Fhang, Auroro MyCano, Moe Sandalwood, Lilia Artis,
Sergius Both, Aley Resident, SR Hadden, Gaianed Lindman, Nanjido
Oh, Navah Dreams, Neo Gurgelwasser, Jami Mills, Minimal Smart,
Neo Prim, Qnav What, Kuno See, ChapTer Kronfeld, CapCat Ragu,
Meilo Minotaur , Bryn Oh, Canary Beck.
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This is an art book but it comes different. It expands life.
It tells a story about the life in a simulator dedicated to
art. And the art is there. Forever in a time capsule.
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